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EDITORIAL COMMENT
BeFore Winter Comes
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gerous effects have been understood by signalmen for
years, and various devices, such as rail scrapers and
cleaners, have been developed and used effectively, especially at interlockings where certain crossovers or turnouts are used infrequently.
Although the sand hazard frequently exists, train collisions resulting from false-clear signals displayed
thereby are comparatively rare, In fact, the accident
which occurred in the St, Louis terminal on August 21
is one of the first of this nature to be investigated and
reported by the Bureau of Safety of the 1. C. C. The
death of the conductor of the switch crew is indeed
regrettable, but otherwise this accident may be a good
Jesson to the railroads, Perhaps the signaling field has
become calloused to this potential cause of failure of the
foundation of modern signaling-the track circuit. A
summary of the report of the St. Louis accident is published eJsewhere in this issue, and based on this information it mia-ht be well for other roads to make an investi(ration regarding the use of engine sand in certain interlocking limits. If the enginemen are informed of the
hazard involved, it is reasonable to expect them to reduce
the amount of sand used and, in many cases, to use it
only when absolutely necessary.
Furthermore, while discussing this important subject,
it might be well for the signal engineers to reconsider
the reports of Committee IV-Signal Section concerning
the track shunting by rail motor cars, which were published in the Proceedings for March, 1930, At that time
this question of improving the safety of track ci,rcuit
operation was considered so Important that the Slgnal
Section recommended the employment of an expert to
devote full time to the work being done by this committee, with the idea of evolving methods for improving the
shunting characteristics of track circuits, On accoun~ of
reducin o' the operating expenses of the SIgnal SectIOn,
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this investigation was not undertaken, However ,111 t le
meantime several roads have carried on tests; furthermore, new types of relays with improved operating characteristics have been placed on the market. Nevertheless,
the matter of improving the shunting of track circuits is
still a very important problem before the signaling field
and deserves the full-time concentrated study of an expert or a committee.

Obsolescent Signaling Equipment

A Lesson from a False-Clear Failure
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ELIABLE shunting of track circuits is an absolute
requisite to the safe operation of signal and interlocking facilities. We kno~, too, that ru~t or sand ,on
the rails can form an insulat1l1g layer suffiCIently effecttve
to prevent proper shunting of the circuit. These dan-
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